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ABSTRACT
By means of tagging in social bookmarking applications,
so called folksonomies emerge collaboratively. Folksonomies
have shown to contain information that is beneficial for re-
source recommendation. However, as folksonomies are not
designed to support recommendation tasks, there are draw-
backs of the various recommendation techniques. Graph-
based recommendation in folksonomies for example suffers
from the problem of concept drift. Vector space based rec-
ommendation approaches in folksonomies suffer from sparse-
ness of available data. In this paper, we propose the flexible
framework VSScore which incorporates context-specific in-
formation into the recommendation process to tackle these
issues. Additionally, as an alternative to the evaluation
methodology LeavePostOut we propose an adaptation Leave-
RTOut for resource recommendation in folksonomies. In a
subset of resource recommendation tasks evaluated, the pro-
posed recommendation framework VSScore performs signifi-
cantly more effective than the baseline algorithm FolkRank.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.3.3 [Information Storage and Retrieval]: Information
Search and Retrieval—Information filtering, Retrieval mod-
els, Search process; H.3.1 [Information Storage and Re-
trieval]: Content Analysis and Indexing—Linguistic pro-
cessing
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1. INTRODUCTION
The assignment of tags by users to resources forms what is

called a folksonomy. For this work, the formalized definition
of a folksonomy adapted from [12] is given in Definition 1.

Definition 1. A folksonomy is a tuple F = {U,R, T, Y }
where U , R and T are finite sets, whose elements are called
users, resources and tags respectively. Y is the ternary tag
assignment relation between them, Y ⊆ U × R × T . E =
U ∪ R ∪ T is the finite set of the so called entities in the
folksonomy.

The information shared with other users by means of tagging
can help to retrieve resources via search, navigation, or to
give an overview about their content. With a high number of
users, folksonomy applications allow to deliver relevant and
authoritative results in these tasks. This is where recom-
mendation algorithms can be of benefit to users. Resource
recommendation algorithms usually rank resources accord-
ing to a certain criterion, which often times, and also for
this work is relevance towards an information need.

Resource ranking in folksonomies is however not a trivial
task as folksonomies are not designed for search [16]. The
information about the resources to rank may be sparse e.g.
because the content of a multimedia resource is unknown
and hence semantic information missing. Additionally, the
criterion to rank may be dependent on the user or the user’s
context. It is therefore necessary to utilize such information
in order to create a high-quality ranking and hence recom-
mendation of resources.
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Figure 1: As the probabilistically traversing surfer
arrives from a resource about the soccer club FC
Barcelona he actually intends to visit nodes related
to the semantic concept of soccer. However, he may
drift off to nodes related to the semantic concept of
american football, as the tag football is ambiguous
and connected to a resource about the Dallas Cow-
boys, which is a popular american football team.

2. CONCEPT AND REALIZATION
In this section VSScore is described. We hypothesize that

context-specific information can be leveraged to overcome
drawbacks of existing resource recommendation algorithms
in folksonomies.

2.1 Challenges of Recommendation in Folkso-
nomies

The nature of folksonomies poses challenges to recommen-
dation tasks. Users may suffer from the cold-start problem,
which means they might not yet have built up a profile of
tags and resources, which describes their interests well. Tags
are usually very sparse compared to the resources’ content.
Hence extensive information about resources, as for example
used in traditional web search, might not be (readily) avail-
able. Moreover, tags may be ambiguous or describe users’
opinions instead of resources’ content. These reasons can
cause concept drift making the recommendation of resources
misleading.

Graph-based recommendation techniques have been fre-
quently applied to folksonomies [2, 3, 12, 17]. In order to
measure relevance, graph-based approaches make Assump-
tion 1 about the folksonomy’s content and structure, which
is extended from [2]. Other recommendation algorithms and
technologies in folksonomies, which limit their information
sources to information stored in folksonomies, often times
make similar assumptions, e.g. [1].

Assumption 1.
(i) Tags of a resource describe the resource’s content well.
(ii) Resources of a tag describe the tag’s semantic well.
(iii) Tags of a user describe the user’s interests well.
(iv) Users of a tag describe the tag’s semantic well.
(v) Resources of a user describe the user’s interests well.
(vi) Users of a resource describe the resource’s content well.

However, as described, these assumptions are easily contra-
dicted by the characteristics (inherent nature) of a folkson-
omy. Graph-based approaches are frequently based on surfer
models which probabilistically traverse a graphical represen-
tation of the folksonomy. Resources are represented as nodes
of a graph and the more often they are visited by the surfer,
the higher they are ranked for recommendation. As can be
seen in Figure 1, the ambiguity of the tag football introduces
concept drift which harms the measurement of relevance.

Hence it is necessary to research recommendation algo-
rithms that are more robust to the described challenges. In
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Figure 2: Example of the context of a resource in a
folksonomy. The relationship between the resource
about the soccer club FC Barcelona and other enti-
ties of the folksonomy are differently strong depend-
ing on the semantic concepts they represent. The
context can be represented by a vector. Note: No
direct connection via a tag assignment between the
entities is necessary to determine their relationship
strength.

this paper, we hypothesize that by incorporating context-
specific information into the recommendation process a more
robust resource recommendation can be achieved

2.2 Context-specific Information
There has been extensive research on leveraging sources

of context-specific information additionally to information
stored in folksonomies, e.g. in [2, 3, 8]. However, in this
work the focus is on context-specific information inherently
available in folksonomies which can thus be leveraged with-
out external knowledge sources.

In a folksonomy, the entities are only described by their
name or in the case of resources, e.g. by a URL. Hence, in
isolation, they are usually hard to characterize. The inter-
ests of a user, the content of resources, or the semantic of a
tag are generally unknown. However, Assumption 2 can be
made, especially in large and dense folksonomies:

Assumption 2. The context of an entity describes the en-
tity well.

In this work, the context of an entity e ∈ E of a folk-
sonomy is modeled as follows and illustrated in Figure 2.
The context of e is given by the strength of relation be-
tween e and other entities in the folksonomy. These relation
strengths can be given by a set of scored entities. The set
of scored entities can for example be computed by a rank-
ing algorithm, as a ranking describes the relation strength
between the ranked entities and the query entity well. In
the case of a graph-based ranking algorithm, the scores can
be given by the visit propabilities to entities’ nodes. Hence,
the set of scored entities can be viewed as a vector ~se in a
vector space, where each entity of the folksonomy represents
a single dimension of this space. Algorithm 2.11 formalizes
the modeling of an entity’s context in this work.

Pragmatics is the level of linguistic knowledge concerned
with“the study of the relation between language and context-
of-use” [14]. E.g. the utterance ”FC Barcelona played a
stunning game of football” is used in the context of a soc-
cer game. Moreover, context can be used to determine the

1Might be adapted to compute a context of a set of entities



Algorithm 2.1 Entity’s context computation

Input: Folksonomy F = (U,R, T, Y ), Entity e ∈ E
1: procedure CreateEntityContext(F , e)
2: Q = {(e)} . Use entity as query entity
3: ~se = Score(F,Q) . Create scoring vector for query

entity

Output: Scoring vector ~se
. Scoring vector models entity’s context

semantic concept of a term [14]. Hence, the context of the
utterance above allows to identify the semantic concept of
the term football as the semantic concept of soccer due to
its appearance with FC Barcelona, which is a well known
soccer club.

Tags in a folksonomy can be viewed as representations of
a semantic concept a user associates with the tag [7], e.g.
a user may associate the semantic concept of soccer with
the tag football. In this paper, we hypothesize that context
can not only be used to determine the semantic concept of
a tag, but additionally to determine the semantic concept
of resources and users. Because the entities of a folkson-
omy can be described by their context, this representation
can uniformly be leveraged as representations of their se-
mantic concepts. A resource may for example be a repre-
sentation of the semantic concept of american football, e.g.
the Wikipedia article on american football. A user may for
example be a representation of the semantic concept of a
hobby soccer player. Hence in Figure 2, not only a strength
of the relation between rFCBarcelona and other entities of the
folksonomy is given, but the strength of relation between the
semantic concept represented by rFCBarcelona and semantic
concepts represented by other entities in the folksonomy.

Note, that this is a generic definition of an entity’s context.
Score(Q) is implemented by a so called scoring algorithm
(in this paper FolkRank [12] is chosen as scoring algorithm).
A scoring algorithm however does not necessarily have to
be limited to information contained in a folksonomy, e.g. a
friendship relation between users may additionally be lever-
aged. Neither does it have to include all the available infor-
mation, e.g. users may not be part of the scored entities.
The modeling of the context hence depends on the imple-
mentation of Score(Q). However, it should be such that
Assumption 3 is reasonably justified.

Assumption 3. A vector ~se, created with a scoring algo-
rithm for a single query entity e, describes the relationship
between e and other entities (in the folksonomy) well.

2.3 VSScore
VSScore, which is short for vector space score, is a frame-

work based on the vector space model [15], which is well-
known in text retrieval. There, the terms of a text usually
represent semantic concepts. VSScore ports the intuition
of the vector space model to folksonomies. In the vector
space model, queries and resources are represented as vec-
tors, and, for scoring, their distance is measured in a vector
space. Therefor the content of resources has to be known.
In folksonomies, however, this content is mostly unknown.
Additionally, a query entity does not necessarily have to
be textual, e.g. it could be a user entity. However, as de-
scribed above, the context of an entity in the folksonomy
can be used to describe the entity well. Therefore, VSScore

makes use of Algorithm 2.1 to establish a representation
of an entity’s context. As both the query entities and re-
sources are described extensively by their context, VSScore
may alleviate concept drift and improve the relevance mea-
sure of e.g. it’s underlying implementation of Score(Q).
As a vector representation of the set of semantic concepts
of query entities and resources can be computed, it can for
recommendation be proceeded as for ranking with the vec-
tor space model. In text retrieval, a standard measure to
quantify query-resource-similarity is cosine-similarity of the
respective vector representations [15]. As the dimensions of
the vector space in text retrieval usually represent seman-
tic concepts, and we regard all entities of the folksonomy
to be representations of semantic concepts, VSScore may
for example employ the cosine-similarity (which is chosen to
be used in this paper) to calculate the similarity between
vectors:

cosine(~sq, ~sr) =
~sq · ~sr

||~sq|| · ||~sr||
(1)

Note, that the computation of the vector representation of
the semantic concepts of entities may be of different kinds.
One possibility is the computation described in Algorithm
2.1. However, e.g. in case the set of query entities is limited
to tags, it may also be realized such that it returns a vector
representation of the semantic concept of the query tag in
a reference corpus, e.g. Wikipedia. In this case, the vector
representations of query entities and resource need to be
reduced to their common space.

3. EVALUATION
In this paper, we evaluate the following resource recom-

mendation scenarios. Assume an e-Learning platform in
which users share resources and tags, such as CROKODIL2.
In a user-based recommendation scenario a list of resources
relevant to a user are to be recommended once the user
signs in. Additionally, in a tag-based resource recommenda-
tion scenario, a list of resources relevant to a tag are to be
recommended once the user shows interest in a tag. The re-
source ranking tasks for these recommendation scenarios are
defined as follows, adapted from [5]: Interests match uses a
user and guided search a tag as query entity.

The resource recommendation approaches evaluated are
FolkRank, VSScore and Popularity. The popularity of a re-
source is simply computed by the number of tags and users of
a resource. A comparison to other resource recommendation
algorithms that leverage context-specific information is not
possible. GFolkRank and GRank [2], Category-based Folk-
Rank and Area-based FolkRank [3] and the contextualiza-
tion approach by Cantador et al. [8] all require folksonomy-
external context-specific information. Furthermore, the Con-
textWalk approach presented in [6] by Bogers is specific for
a movie recommendation scenario. When transfered to a
folksonomy recommendation scenario, the difference to other
graph-based approaches like FolkRank becomes very limited.
To the knowledge of the authors, this is the first work that
leverages context-specific information inherently available in
a folksonomy for resource recommendation in folksonomies.

3.1 Evaluation Methodology

2http://crokodil.de/, retrieved 07/06/12



Figure 3: The LeavePostOut methodology elimi-
nates all tag assignments between a user and a re-
source. No information remains in the folksonomy
that directly connects the user with the resource.

LeavePostOut is introduced in [13] for the task of tag rec-
ommendation in folksonomies.

Pu,r = {(u, r, t)|(u, r, t) ∈ Y } (2)

P =
⋃
∀u,r

Pu,r (3)

A post Pu,r is composed of all tag assignments made by
user u to resource r and P is the set of all posts independent
of user or resource. LeavePostOut removes one post at a
time from the folksonomy. A subset of the entities of the
post are used as query entities to create a ranking. In [13],
the recommendation algorithm comes up with the tags t that
appear in tag assignments of Pu,r given u and r as query
entities. To use the methodology for the task of resource
ranking, resource r of Pu,r has to be ranked at the top or as
high as possible. Therewith the Assumption 4 is made:

Assumption 4. The assignment of a tag by a user to a
resource indicates relevance of the resource towards the in-
formation need represented by the assigned tag, and repre-
sented by the user.

The historical information, however, indicates relevance of a
resource towards a tag and user at a point in the past. It is,
thus, only a proxy measure, an estimation of the true rele-
vance a resource may actually have at the time the ranking
is actually used, e.g. what is relevant for a user may change
over time.

Additionally, as the task of resource ranking requires the
assessment of relevance of each resource in the ranking, but
with LeavePostOut the ranking’s quality can only be as-
sessed with regard to the relevance of resource r, the assess-
ment of the ranking’s overall quality is limited. E.g. given a
ranking, it is only known that r is of relevance towards the
information need. However, this does not mean that none of
the other highly ranked resources are not of relevance. This
problem is described as the incompleteness problem in [9].

The key observation of LeavePostOut is, that after the
removal of Pu,r, there is no information left in the folkson-
omy anymore, that connects the user u of Pu,r directly with
resource r. However, there still remains the possibility, that
information in the folksonomy exists that connects resource
r or user u directly to the tags of the tag assignments that
appear in Pu,r. This is illustrated in Figure 3. Hence, the
methodology provides a substantially harder problem for the
task interests match than guided search. This is because for
the task interests match, u is used as query entity, which
in the folksonomy, is no longer related to r. Guided search,
however uses a subset of the tags of the post as query en-
tity, which are potentially still connected to r. Carmel et al.
point out, that to overcome the incompleteness problem, re-

Figure 4: The LeaveRTOut methodology eliminates
all tag assignments between a tag and a resource. No
information remains in the folksonomy that directly
connects the tag with the resource.

sults obtained from LeavePostOut should be validated with
alternative evaluation methodologies [9]. Therefore, for this
work, LeavePostOut is complemented with LeaveNPostsOut,
LeaveRTOut and LeaveNRTsOut. A possibility to alleviate
the incompleteness problem for interests match is to use the
variation LeaveNPostsOut, which, instead of removing one

post Pu,r, removes n random posts. Hence, |P |
n

posts of
each user u are taken out on average. The ranking algo-
rithm, then, has to rank resource r of any removed post
Pu,r of user u, for interests match, at the top of the ranking,
or as high as possible. For guided search, using t as query
entity, the ranking algorithm has to rank resource r of any
removed post Pu,r, in which tag t appears in a tag assign-
ment, at the top of the ranking, or as high as possible. This
allows for a trade-off between how much data of a corpus can
be used as information to create a ranking, and alleviating
the incompleteness problem.

We propose LeaveRTOut as an evaluation methodology
inspired by LeavePostOut. In LeavePostOut, after Pu,r is
removed, u and r are considered unconnected. However, a
tag t in a tag assignment of Pu,r may still be connected
to r. An alternative is thus LeaveRTOut, which instead
of eliminating the connection in the folksonomy between a
user u and a resource r, eliminates the connection in the
folksonomy between a tag t and a resource r as illustrated
in Figure 4 and described in Algorithm 3.1.

RTr,t = {(u, r, t)|(u, r, t) ∈ Y } (4)

RT =
⋃
∀r,t

RTr,t (5)

The procedure CreateQueryEntities(RTr,t) in Algorithm
3.1 selects a subset of the involved user and tag entities of
the set of tag assignments RTr,t. Similar to LeavePostOut,
LeaveRTOut makes Assumption 4. In contrast to Leave-
PostOut, in LeaveRTOut, the task guided search is substan-
tially harder to solve than interests match. Similar to Leave-
NPostsOut, LeaveNRTsOut can be used to alleviate the in-
completeness problem. Instead of removing one resource tag
connection RTr,t n random resource tag connections are re-

moved. Hence, |RT |
n

resource connections of each tag t are
taken out on average. LeaveNRTsOut can alleviate the in-
completeness problem for the task guided search.

3.2 Corpus
As folksonomy corpus, a dump3 of the publication man-

agement system BibSonomy [4] is used. BibSonomy allows
to tag scientific publications (bibtex resources) and arbitrary

3Knowledge and Data Engineering Group, University of
Kassel: Benchmark Folksonomy Data from BibSonomy,
version of July 7th, 2011



Algorithm 3.1 LeaveRTOut evaluation methodology

Input: Folksonomy F = (U,R, T, Y )
1: procedure LeaveRTOut(F )
2: for all r ∈ R do
3: for all t ∈ T , where ∃(u, r, t) ∈ Y do
4: F = F\RTr,t

5: AssessRankingQuality(Score(F,
6: CreateQueryEntities(RTr,t)))
7: F = F ∪RTr,t

resources addressable via a URL (bookmark resources). A
p-core [13] of level l guarantees a corpus to contain only en-
tities that appear in at least l posts. In this work, l = 5
is used to extract a p-core of the corpus and hence reduce
noise due to e.g. infrequent tags, and to focus on the dense
part of the folksonomy. Before a p-core is extracted, the
corpus is reduced to a manageable size, as the computation
of VSScore in its current realization unfortunately does not
yet scale well with large corpora. Hence, tag assignments
for both bookmarks and bibtex resources are added alter-
nately in temporal order, beginning with the oldest, until a
manageable size for evaluation is obtained. Hence, before
the extraction of a p-core, the reduced corpus consists of as
many bookmarks as bibtex tag assignments. The charac-
teristics of the corpus before and after the extraction of a
p-core are shown in Table 1.

3.3 Metrics
The metrics Mean Average Precision (MAP), Average Pre-

cision [15] and Mean Normalized Precision (MNP) at k are
used for the evaluations. MAP and Average Precision are
used to determine the overall ranking quality for a set of
information needs or a single information need respectively.
MNP at k determines the ranking quality in the top k po-
sitions of the ranking. MNP at k is derived from Precision
at k [15] to obtain a single measure over a number of in-
formation needs I as well as to be more suitable for the
evaluation methodology, i.e. respect the maximal achiev-
able Precisionmax(k). For k = 10 using LeavePostOut e.g.
Precisionmax(k) = 1

10
due to the incompleteness problem

described previously.

MNP (I, k) =
1

|I| ·
|I|∑
j=1

Precisionj(k)

Precisionmax,j(k)
(6)

3.4 Parameterization
To determine good parameter values for the scoring algo-

rithms under investigation we use LeavePostOut for the task

Table 1: Characteristics of the BibSonomy corpus
before and after reduction and extraction of p-core

Before After
Users 7243 69
Bookmark resources 281550 9
Bibtex resources 469654 134
Tags 216094 179
Tag assignments 2740834 3269
Bookmark posts 330192 51
Bibtex posts 526691 959
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Figure 5: Influence of the bias α of the surfer model
in FolkRank and PageRank to visit the nodes of the
query entities on MAP. Analysis performed for in-
terests match evaluated with LeavePostOut on the
BibSonomy corpus. Best MAP is achieved with
FolkRank and α = 0.05

interests match and the reduced corpus described previously.
The ranking effectiveness is measured with MAP.

FolkRank and PageRank with the biased surfer model can
be parameterized with parameter α. The parameter deter-
mines the bias of the surfer model to visit the nodes of the
query entities during its probabilistic graph traversal. In the
following, a good value for the parameter α for FolkRank on
the BibSonomy corpus is found via sensitivity analysis. A
possible overfitting of FolkRank is for the purpose of this
work neglected, as the algorithm is not used in a practical
application but solely for ranking with the corpus for which
it is optimized. With steps of 0.05, α is varied in the in-
terval α ∈ [0, 1]. The results are shown in Figure 5. As
can be seen, the maximal MAP for FolkRank is achieved
with α = 0.05. The maximal MAP for PageRank with
the biased surfer model on FolkRank’s folksonomy graph is
achieved with α = 0.70. FolkRank achieves a higher MAP
than PageRank with the biased surfer model, therefore in
the remainder of the evaluation FolkRank is used as base-
line. On the basis of these results, α = 0.05 is set for the
remainder of the evaluation with FolkRank.

VSScore creates a vector representation of an entity’s con-
text as described in Algorithm 2.1. Due to its better perfor-
mance, FolkRank is used as scoring algorithm that imple-
ments Score(Q) of Algorithm 2.1. However, any algorithm
that ranks entities in the folksonomy could principally im-
plement Score(Q) and thus be extended by the VSScore
framework. The dimensions of the vector space consist of
E (all entities U , R, T in the folksonomy). The restriction
of the vector space to e.g. T has shown inferior effective-
ness in preliminary experiments. Cosine-similarity is used
as distance measure in the vector space as it is standard
in text retrieval [15]. Other measures such as Spearman’s
rank correlation coefficient do not allow to incorporate the
exact scores which produce a ranking and are hence not
investigated further. A more detailed investigation of the
parameter space of VSScore is deferred for later work.

3.5 Evaluation Hypothesis
Firstly, we make the hypothesis, that the inclusion of con-

text into the resource recommendation by VSScore allows for
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Figure 6: Violinplot for interests match evaluated
with LeavePostOut

Table 2: MAP for interests match evaluated with
LeavePostOut

Popularity FolkRank VSScore
0.0943 0.1809 0.1972

improved results over FolkRank. This hypothesis is made
regardless of the recommendation task, as the entities are
treated and described by their context uniformly in VSScore.

Secondly, we hypothesize that both algorithms outper-
form Popularity as Popularity has in related work shown
to be outperformed by other recommendation technologies
in resource recommendation in folksonomies [5].

3.6 Results
In the presented evaluation, LeavePostOut is used for the

task interests match. Figure 6 shows the results of positions
where relevant resources are found as a violin plot [11]. Ta-
ble 2 and Figure 7 show the results of the metrics MAP
and MNP at k for k ∈ [1, 10] respectively. As can be
seen in Table 2, VSScore can outperform FolkRank, which
on the other hand outperforms Popularity. Similarly, the
algorithms are effective with ranking in the top positions, as
shown in Figure 7. To determine statistical significance of
effectiveness of the overall ranking of the algorithms, signif-
icance tests based on Average Precision are conducted with
a significance level of p = 0.05. The pairwise comparisons
show that VSScore is significantly more effective than Folk-
Rank, which is significantly more effective than Popularity.
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Figure 7: MNP at k for interests match evaluated
with LeavePostOut
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Figure 8: Violinplot for guided search evaluated with
LeaveRTOut

Table 3: MAP for guided search evaluated with
LeaveRTOut

Popularity FolkRank VSScore
0.0834 0.0529 0.0592

The results show that it is beneficial for VSScore to repre-
sent a query and resource extensively by their context, which
confirms our first hypothesis. Additionally, both FolkRank
and VSScore outperform Popularity, which confirms our sec-
ond hypothesis.

In the following evaluation, LeaveRTOut is used for the
task guided search. Figure 8 shows the results of positions
where relevant resources are found as a violin plot. Table 3
and Figure 9 show the results of the metrics MAP and MNP
at k for k ∈ [1, 10] respectively. As can be seen in Table
3, Popularity can outperform VSScore, while VSScore can
outperform FolkRank with regard to MAP. Similarly, the
algorithms are effective with ranking in the top positions,
as shown in Figure 9. However, Popularity is superseded
by VSScore at k = 9 and FolkRank at k = 10. The pair-
wise comparisons of statistical significance based on Average
Precision show that VSScore is significantly more effective
than FolkRank, while FolkRank is significantly more effec-
tive than Popularity. However, Popularity achieves a higher
MAP and shows best results for ranking in the very top posi-
tions. An explanation for this observation is that Popularity
achieves very good results in the very top positions, which
allow for a significant increase in MAP. However, most of
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Figure 9: MNP at k for guided search evaluated with
LeaveRTOut



Table 4: Summary of statistical significance tests
of Average Precision results obtained with the dif-
ferent evaluation methodologies for the respective
tasks. The algorithms that win most pairwise sta-
tistical significance comparisons for a certain evalu-
ation scenario are shown. Note: VSScore performs
significanlty more effective than FolkRank in 5 of 6
evaluation scenarios related to resource recommen-
dation.

Methodology Interests match Guided search
LeavePostOut VSScore a VSScore c

LeaveNPostsOut VSScore a FolkRank, VSScore c

LeaveRTOut FolkRank b VSScore c

LeaveNRTsOut FolkRank b VSScore c

aUser-based resource recommendation scenario
bRanking of user’s resources for their fit to the user’s profile
cTag-based resource recommendation scenario

the queries evaluated show a worse performance with Popu-
larity than with both other approaches, leading to a statisti-
cally significant more effective VSScore and FolkRank. This
result can be observed in the violin plot in Figure 8. The
results confirm our first hypothesis and observation from the
first evaluation, that it is beneficial for VSScore to represent
query and resource extensively by their context. However, it
can not be said that Popularity is outperformed by VSScore
or FolkRank. This is contrary to the second hypothesis. A
possible reason for this may be the relatively small corpus
used.

3.7 Synopsis
Table 4 summarizes the findings of all evaluation scenar-

ios and their corresponding statistical significance tests. For
the respective tasks and evaluation methodologies, the algo-
rithms that win most pairwise statistical significance com-
parisons are shown. For LeaveNPostsOut, N was chosen

such that |P |
n

= 1
3
. For LeaveNRTsOut, N was chosen such

that |RTs|
n

= 1
3
. The results relevant for resource recommen-

dation are highlighted.
For the interests match task, the evaluation results from

LeavePostOut differ from those obtained with LeaveRTOut.
This is due to the fact, that, as already described, they set
a differently hard task to solve. In fact, these results are
however not obtained for a user-based resource recommen-
dation scenario. LeaveRTOut, on the one hand, is useful to
assess the effectiveness for an interests match task, in which
e.g. the current resources of a user are to be presented in
the order of how much they match the user’s interest. This
is because a connection between a user and a potential rel-
evant resource may stil exist. The results obtained from
LeavePostOut, on the other hand, are useful to assess the
effectiveness for interests match in a resource recommenda-
tion task. There, no connection between the user and a
potential relevant resource exists, but it is the task of the
recommendation algorithm to find such relevant resources.

Our first hypothesis is confirmed for 5 out of 6 evaluation
scenarios related to resource recommendation. Our second
hypothesis is confirmed for 4 out of 6 evaluation scenarios
related to resource recommendation. For a guided search
task evaluated with LeaveRTOut and LeaveNRTsOut the
obtained results are contrary to our second hypothesis. As

shown for LeaveRTOut, neither in LeaveNRTsOut it can be
said that Popularity is outperformed by any of its contestors.

One further has to consider that to obtain the results of
this evaluation, the parameterization for some of the algo-
rithms was done using an analysis of MAP results obtained
for the LeavePostOut methodology and the task interests
match. Hence, the algorithms may perform better with re-
gard to a metric, or task if parameterized accordingly. Addi-
tionally, the statistical significance was computed based on
Average Precision, which is a measure of the overall ranking
quality. If the statistical significance is to be compared based
on the effectiveness of ranking in top positions, a different
series of significance tests need to be conducted.

4. RELATED WORK
Resource recommendation in folksonomies has been stud-

ied for different recommendation tasks and using techniques
that leverage different sources of information. One of the
first resource recommendation approaches in folksonomies
has been studied by Herlocker et al. In [10], a two-dimensional
collaborative filtering approach is discussed that leverages
the user and resource dimension of folksonomies. However,
in this approach the additional dimension provided by tags
is neglected. A popular recommendation variant in folkso-
nomies is FolkRank [12] proposed by Hotho et al. FolkRank
is a very flexible algorithm which allows for resource, tag,
and user recommendation and is independent of the type of
query entity. As the folksonomy is represented as a graph
in this approach, it is often referred to as graph-based rec-
ommendation or ranking [17]. Ramezani argues that the
folksonomy graph representation used in FolkRank does not
reflect the flow of information in a folksonomy well [17].
Hence, she introduces a weighted directed graph model for
folksonomies, which she evaluates for tag recommendation.

Bogers describes a flexible approach to incorporate con-
text information into graph-based recommendation named
ContextWalk [6]. ContextWalk is in this work applied to
movie recommendation for a movie database website. In [2],
Abel et al. show how user-provided context-specific infor-
mation in folksonomies, in the form of group structures, can
benefit recommendation. Therefore, FolkRank is extended
to GFolkRank and GRank is introduced. Abel et al. investi-
gate further how other context-specific and semantic knowl-
edge can have a positive impact on recommendation. To
extend FolkRank, a tag category, spatial information from
the tagged area within a resource, and from a URL which
describes the semantic of a tag are investigated in [3]. In [8],
Cantador et al. investigate how the mapping of semantic
concepts of an ontology to resources, describing their con-
tent, and users, indicating their preferences, can support
recommendation in a news recommender system. Cantador
et al. spread the information about resources and users by
semantic contextualization, a relatedness of semantic con-
cepts in the ontology, thus enriching the initially sparse vec-
tor describing resources and users.

To leverage the vector space model in folksonomies and
to overcome the sparseness of information in folksonomies,
Abbasi et al. propose enriched vector space models [1]. How-
ever, the enrichment of the vector space in this work is lim-
ited to relationships between tags and users and tags and
resources. Additionally, the dimensions of the vector space
is limited to the tag space in this approach.

The VSScore approach we presented in this work is dif-



ferent from the works above with regard to the following
points. VSScore is a framework for recommendation in folk-
sonomies. Any ranking algorithm for folksonomies may be
extended by VSScore to overcome the drawbacks discussed
in Section 2.1. The vector space model leveraged is flexi-
ble and depends on the aforementioned ranking algorithm.
Hence, the dimensions of the vector space may encompass
any entity type of the folksonomy. Context is regarded as
a representation of the semantic concept of an entity in the
folksonomy. Hence, query entities and resources are repre-
sented by their context to produce recommendations.

5. CONCLUSION
In this work, we described a method to model context-

specific information that is inherent in folksonomies. With
VSScore we proposed a framework that leverages this con-
text for resource recommendation. The hypothesis that this
context-specific information allows to overcome drawbacks
of existing resource recommendation algorithms in folksono-
mies was confirmed in an evaluation setup. The evaluation
comprised user-based and tag-based resource recommenda-
tion. VSScore outperformed FolkRank in 5 out of 6 eval-
uation scenarios of these recommendation tasks. Other re-
source recommendation algorithms which leverage context-
specific information could not be compared as they require
context information which is not stored in folksonomies.

As VSScore is computationally complex, unfortunately
the evaluation of this work could only be performed on a
limited corpus. However, the larger the folksonomy, the
more detailed the description of an entity can be via its
context. Hence, in future work, VSScore will be evaluated
with a corpus of larger size as well as with corpora from
different domains. Reduction of the high-dimensional vec-
tor space to reduce computational complexity provides space
for improvements. As a dense vector representation of a user
with a sparse profile can be generated, another interesting
future work is to investigate VSScore specifically in a cold-
start setting. Moreover, the parameter space of VSScore is
to be investigated for further improvements. An interesting
approach for a tag-based resource recommendation scenario
may be to realize CreateEntityContext(F, e) such that
it returns a vector description of the query tag in a refer-
ence corpus, e.g. Wikipedia. A reduction of this vector to
the vector space of tags in the folksonomy allows then to
apply VSScore. Additionally, the vector distance used in
VSScore provides possibility for further research.

VSScore may equally be used for recommendation of tags
as well as users in folksonomies. Additionally, VSScore may
e.g. be used for resource-based resource recommendation
or personalized tag-based resource recommendation. This
provides further possibilities for future work.

Another approach to improve recommendation in folkso-
nomies is to disambiguate tags. A possibility to automati-
cally disambiguate tags could be by leveraging their context,
which was described in this work, with a subset of their tag
assignments, e.g. a post.
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